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mission of Jonah.
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he oils,
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fanaticism in some, seemed to expel all haps that father has labored hard to ob clined towards you :—draw the pen tow
fee. The duties on sugar, molasses and salt
els from their
could be added to the resources of the
at the utmost.
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are left just as they were enacted by a JackIn the language tain a competence which is sufficient for ards you, gently pressing the file.
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Treatise on fete,
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PeoPlef as. the messen- to-morrow ; the future was a^ream ; and abroad in the world with any degree of case may require.
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. the future was a dream ; and
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i that effect, top gers of death. The persons in whom the j the fool only could suffer the fleeting mo- self-complacency, squandering away the nearly in a horizontal position with its height, with other aquatic plants, lillies, before, and glso on precious stones, jewelry,
|y substance fe[i disease took this shape died with compar- ments that might remain to pass in wailing money which their fathers have earned point from you, and with one side of its
etc. which would give any quantity of fi.rst- watches, and all luxuries which were free
lively little suffering ; but when carbun rather than in pleasure.
Hows:
Thus the dark by hard labor? No! Noone who has nib resting on the file, draw the pen tow
be fore.—-Drugs used in medicine and the arts
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ausing a
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Many imprecations in one quarter, mingled with bers of society would live such a life. Be ink you find it sufficiently pointed.
A many feet in thickness, and upon wdrich that some thousands of votes were gained bv
the stock might be wintered to an extent the Locofocos in this State by their infamous
after chittM' in their paroxysms broke away from the
the adorations and prayers which ascend something—Don’t be a drone. You may small magnifying glass is convenient in
tural strength
beds in which they were fastened, and ed from another ; the song of the drunk rely upon your present possessions, or on this case, but the operation may be very of profit, compared to which probably, falsehoods and misrepresentations in relation
le fallingoutofito
the rent of the farm would be but as a to the doings of Congress and the Legislature
erson recovering fe raved upon passengers in the streets from ard blending with the hymn ofthe devout ; your future prospect ; but those riches well performed without it.
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: effect is produced,
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C
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i infancy tilla^l laid violent hands upon themselves ; whilst ality, converting the tavern and brothel blighted ; and if you have no place of
One of
moderation to its party, for when the people
reach,
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be preserved by* others gave utterance to their misery in into a species of pandemonium ; whilst your own, in such a case, ten to one you the ablest periodical writers of Great Brit
who have been deceived by its falsehoods
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Want ain, speaking of the ambition in that coun
of life.
. t loud and bitter lamentations, or forcing another, and happily a much larger one, find your path beset with thorns.
the head M their way abroad, fled, w^h little or noth manifested a new solicitude to diffuse the may come upon you ere you are aware of try of adopting professional life of all kinds, taining no seeds or weeds that would ve Whig Congress has been repairing the do
getate on an upland soil.
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horrors around them had done much to yourself in anything but an enviable con
portunity to add to his resources, and ! be troublesome to the old guard who are now
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dition. It is therefore important that you ity,” thus points the mind’s eye to the
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the hair io «I»
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:
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Within a few months afterwards came should be something. Don’t depend upon
the
burning of pine knots to save candles. j Kennebec Journal.
“ But thousands have died of broken
’ toilet should ewj ers sank in sudden exhaustion, and ex another vial of wrath in the form of fire Fortune, for she is a fickle support, which
—
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pired ; even the officers, so great was the
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A Desperate Fight. Three workmen
who havebyany»5 fear of infection, commonly ^forbearing to upon our then as now most guilty metrop the greatest confidence.
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or
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behind
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;
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n the head.arei* put any restraint upon them. Of
those
Of those tember, 1666, after an unusually hot and own exertions.
Germany. The 5th genera! assembly ofthe sent on Sunday last in a boat, to look for a
in the desperate struggles of thankless
•edofthemby®* who were visited with the disease in this
Be something. Pursuethat vocation for
sultry August, on the premises of a baker
agriculturalists and horticulturalists of boat which was missing. As they were re
turning at 8 o’clock in the evening, intoxica
! form, few died in less than twenty-four in Pudding Lane, near London Bridge. which you are fitted by nature—pursue it professions, look upon the simplicity of a
Germany
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You
have
a
Rostock, from the 1st to the 8th Septem and cries of murder were heard. Some per
The habitations about it were unhappily
and thousands, by a worse fate still, are
the hair
but the average limit was five or six days.
part to act, and the honor of performing
ber next, both days inclusive, under the sons on shore procured a boat and proceeded
.ommeneeJ
-----nnfidtlie ‘ j, n ju|yan(| August, the majority of the built of wood, much crowded together,
driven to necessities which degrade the
It is
with the roofs and partitions of many of that part depends upon yourself.
,ia,aodh«<|
patronage
of his Royal Highness, the to investigate the matter, when they heard a
principles of honor within them, accustom
myheadeorf infected perished ; in September and Oc them covered with pitch as a protection sickening to one to see a parcel of idle
Grand Duke of Mecklenburgh Schwerin. cry of distress from some one who said he was
them
to
humiliating
modes
of
obtaining
tober, the recoveries are believed to have
In inviting.to the above assembly al] such sinking, and on approaching a single man
There c»«1”
against bad weather, and being in the boys hanging round a father, spending the
subsistence, and make up, by administer
was found in the boat, badly wounded, with
1V ofmjf«’“’; been in the proportion of three to five.’
centre of enormous stores in which tar, money which he has earned by his indus ing to the vices of society, the livelihood of the British agriculturalists and breeders
two deep cuts in the head, and another on
The means employed to counteract this
as feel interested in its object, the presi his left arm. He said that his two compan
hemp, other naval materials, oils, wines, try, without attempting to do anything for
hairs picked# awful calamity sometimes aggravated its coals, resin, and foreign spirits ivere de themselves. Be something should be their which was refused to their legitimate ex dent entertains a hope that agricultural
ions had attempted to murder him, and that
ertions.”
violence. Thus on one occasion the Lord
Halm
societies in England and Scotland will de he had killed them both and thrown them oposited. Sir Thomas Bludworth having motto. Every one is capable of learning
Mayor ordered seacoal fires to be kindled
body do”bts
Fast Working Oxen. The greatest pute members to represent the various verboard. The boats bore marksofa despe
to act as chief magistrate, proved quite some “art, trade, or mystery,” and can
ne ani Seo # in the streets, amidst which the pestilence
objection to the employment of oxen up bodies at the meeting. The following ar rate struggle, being covered with blood. The
unequal to his functions.
The sailors earn a competence for himself.
stalked with increased desolation, until
He should be something, and not bring on the road and on the farm is their move rangements are settled :—The first gener two men killed were Irishmen, named Donneurged an explosion of those storehouses
enormous falls of rain happened to extin through gunpowder, which lay in the path down the grey hairs of his father with ment. This objection is oftener the fault al meeting will open on the 2d September, gan and Levy, and had familes. The survivor,
ties Slip,**
guish them.
Comets and unusual mete of the conflagration : a step, which had
Very much at nine o’clock in the forenoon.’ As at who was the smallest man of the three, was
sorrow to the grgve. He should learn to of the man than the beast.
also an Irishman. He was given into the
rk’an° of »fl ors diffused horror and dismay all around ; it been taken in time, might have pre depend upon himself.
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steers, and Prior meetings, the time between the custody ofthe commandant at Fort Hamilton.
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quacks,
^eina'coarsei^
s®’’i whilst soothsayers, «»liuiugers,
vented immense mischief. Little or noth upon a parent, without any profession or no animal shows the treatment he has re hours occupied by the sections will be —Boston Advertiser.
Vh Jost il1and other imPostors, reaped a detestable
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‘ott|eS of Balmî! harvest from the fears of their fellow
Foolish Lawsuit. A farmer cut down a
uge spread.
Street after street became members of society. And we regret to ox. Observe him when he is free in the races, and exhibitions of agricultural pro
1,4 creatures.
London emptied herself of pyramids of flaffies, and then heaps of say it is too often the case that it is the field, and he will walk as fast as a horse; duce, implements, machines, and collec tree which stood so near the boundary line of
very" ¿ng«
tong- aîl who had the means of removal. Not smouldering ruins. By night the whole parents’ fault that they are thus brought and the same speed of walking may be tions. Papers and communications inten his farm, that it was doubtful whether it be
longed to him or his neighbor. That neigh
jtifully! H1SJless than ten thousand houses were desertslope of the city towards the river from up. They should be taught to be some secured in the team by proper training. ded to be read to the sections, should be bor claimed the tree and prosecuted the man
respectablej1 ed in the city and its adjacent parishes;
It
is
common
in
breaking
them
to
yoke
transmitted at least a fortnight previous for damage. The ease was continued from
t0 for the a•. ,so that grass grew ¡n the most frequented the Three Cranes in the Vintry to more thing—to know how to provide for them them with oxen that have already acquir
to the first of September. The following- court to court. Time was wasted, temper
than a mile westward,
was an arch of selves in case of necessity, to act well
MAJ |^thoroughfares ; all abodes reported by the
ed a slow pace, or to load them so heavi are the sections :—1. On sheep and the soured, and friendship lost, but the cause
d un^er s^i|ocal authorities, as containing infected fire ; steeples, churches, public edifices, their part, and they will reap the honor ly that they can scarcely move, and by
culture of flocks.
On the breed of was gained by the prosecutor.—The last we
sinking one after another out of sight, which therein lies.—Boston Transcript.
se^h stai)d'l,l"”Bersons’ were itnroediately shut up ; whilst
such
means
it
is
that
they
acquire
a
tardy
horses
for
races
and
show.
(This section know ofthe transaction was, that the man
who “ got the case” came to the lawyer’s
°fhheir ownthe door a large red cross was painted amid clouds of smoke, the glare of flames,
habit
of
working
while
in
the
team
;
but
it
will be rendered of especial interest by a
and an incredible noise produced by the
office to execute a deed for his whole farm,
3r ttheO^(iW*th the words written over it, ‘The
is
better
to
train
them
yoked
behind
a
fast
Domanax
being
asked
by
a
wag,
‘
How
large
show
of
Macklenburg
bred
horses
which he had been obliged to sell to pay
’6not-onlya.^Lord have mercy upon us.’
Watchmen violence, of the wind, the rush ofthe con many pounds of smoke might be obtained walking horse, or to attach them to alight
and foals, both farming, half and thorough costs. Then houseless and homeless, he
flagration, and the frequent crash of roofs,
!ely a restw/pith halberds in their hands, prevented all
as they tumbled successively towards the from a hundred weight of wood ?’ calmly wagon, with a load they can easily move ; bred, with the additional attraction of could thrust his hands into his empty pock
.e for
ingress or egress ; trade was wholly susby this course a quick step may be secur brilliant races.) 3. On horned cattie. 4. ets and triumphantly exclaim, “ I’ve beat
ground.
The element which thus raged replied, ‘ Weigh the ashes, and what is
go bald ? ^ pended, and two general pest-houses were
ed, which will go far to obviate the objec On agricultural implements and machines. him.”
wanting is smoke.’
on
earth
seemed
also
to
have
taken
pos

iLgoine cOf iopened.
The following is a graphic picMoral. How much trouble would be sa
tion
above named.
5. On sylviculture.
6. On horticulture
session of the heavens, which glowed with
’¡tate ihisartlW.ure, to be read almost with tears,
and industry. 7. On geology and the for ved if the following maxims were universally
a changeful and terrific brightness, so that
None are so seldom found alone, and so
carried out ! “ A soft answer turneth away
used lltl^|e[!i
4 When those who ventured abroad met
If a man should do wrong merely out of mation of a geognostic collections.
the lurid effect was observed at the dis ^oon tired of their own company, as those
wrath; but grevious words stir up anger.”
ill nature, it is like the thorn or brier,
'tsl*they. “‘S11!.b® seen. keeping at the most tance
...---------------}
U111BS
.
j^ve.yn,
wno
of forty or fifty miles. Evelyn, who coxcombs who are on the best terms with
“ The «beginning of strife is as when one letwhich
prick
and
scratch,
because
they
H
orses
are
made
most
handsome
f decepii»"’ Jcautlous dlstance from each other ; and was an eye-witness, exclaimed,1 God grant themselves.
teth out waler ; therefore leave off* conten
can do no other.
that which deforms men most—pride.
tion before it be meddled with.”
Kennebu^ ''
3,1840
lhat wnbelie}

?

;
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CLAY FESTIVAL.
Position of the Whig Party.
Every
Profit and Loss. Judging from the lan-( Solitary Imprisonment. James E. Cole,
Accident. We regret to learn, that Mr. i Shower of Flesh and Blood.
1... is the explanation of the mystery wh’ i!
Mr. Clay’s friends in Kentucky invited guage of the Vincennes Gazette.it would ap- who was sentenced to the State Prison for politician of a dozen years’ standing can John Ayers, Jr., housewright, fell from .the
din« known as the “ Museum,'"
Mtisnnm ” take
tnkn from
from the
tho Attala
Annin Gazeüe/ii&V
Ji'ynich ’
him to a barbecue on the 7th instant at Lex pear that Mr. Proffit’s constituents in Indiana, fifteen years, about a year since, for highway affirm the truth of the following remarks roof of the building
’1■ ,I8hed «
“ After a Presi (in Hay Market Row,) this morning, and is Kosciusko, in Mississippi :
feel very much afflicted at that gentleman’s robbery in this city, contrived an ingenious from the Claremont Eagle
ington, which he declines. We subjoin his defection from the Whig cause.
Indeed, »node of escape, which, however, lacked the dential contest like the last, the victorious badly injured. He was employed in repair
“ As we expected the story about the
letter .
they mourn over their bereavement very most material part, success. It was after this party always settles down into a calm, while ing the roof. The work had been nearly er of flesh and blood,” in Wilson Ashland, Sept. 25, 1841.
mucli like the man in Connecticut who lost j wise : Cole had been employed in lhe shop lhe defeated is sure to rally. It was so with completed and the staging nsed, taken away. Tennessee, has turned out to be ah “"‘"J
Gentlemen :—I have received your friendly his wife; and who told the clergyman who ( making boxes, in which materials are sent the Jackson and Anti Jackson parties in 1828 The frost ol last night having rendered the appears that the gent|eman® „ J1’«. It
note, welcoming my arrival at home, and came to console him, that be was so com- from the prison to this city ; he made one, —’32. The Whigs after the presidential e- roof
slippery, no sooner had , he stepped
,
••
. out
. premises lhe phenomenon was’ said Ju
transmitting certain resolutions, adopted at a pletely resigned to the dispensation of Provi- and put buttons on the lid, so as to fasten it lections in those years, carried the local elec than his fee slipped and he was precipi- occurred, had become, all at once J h”'
meeting of rny fellow-citizens of Fayette dence that, on the whole, he was glad of it! inside, and then drove nails around the edge, tions almost every where, and began to count, tated off. 'The gutter unfortunately was be- of a religious turn of mind, »ndI
on1ce?¡XT?
possessed
county and the city of Lexington, proposing
Joined the
So it seems with the Indianians. The Vm-j breaking them off; thus giving it the ap- in advance upon an easy victory four years low the edge of
of the buildin.
building, or he probably chureh, whereupon hia negroescoSli"
to distinguish my return from lhe recent ex- cennes paper, speaking for Mr. Proffit’s other pearance of being nailed down ; then direct- ahead. How they were disappointed need wou'd have sov-ed hunseff-as by the mark , idea that if the' cou,d
™
lht
1171 session of Congress, by manifestations of affectionate friends says—“ So far from enter-1 ed it himself to Mr. John Larne, corner of. not be told. A similar apathy among the of his heel on the rool n is apparent he made trick u
serious
him he wou,(1
»
their confidence and esteem towards me. Ac taining any bitterness towards him for his Madison and Pike streets, in this city. Hav- victorious whigs has followed the last great the attempt to brmg up by the gutter. The Ihey accordingly precured from time i5„
cording to one of these resolutions, you do course, we are much obliged to him. The ' ing thus far arranged, he employed a negro contest, and certainly, we do not regard it of distance he fell is about forty feet. _ He struck a quantity of beefs
heel’s livers and
nnddL'S
”
depoSi,!,'*
me the honor to tender me the compliment question has been asked us a thousand times convict to place it, after he had fastened him- itself as an unfavorable augury for the future upon a brick side-walk, on his right side, in in a pond near the place, where it Z," '1’
of a public dinner on the 7th proximo.
since General Harrison’s election, what are ¡ self in, on board sloop Fanny, to be brought triumphs of the whig party. What effect jured his head badly, broke his right arm,
I receive, gentlemen, with no ordinary sen you going todo with Mr. Proffit, now ? Well,'to this city. The box was placed on the other matters now in operation may have in and his right hip very badly. It is wonder trifled; they then, after having
sufficient quantity of blood picked their 1
sibility, these testimonies of friendly consid- what are you going to do with Mr. Proffit, wharf, head down, and remained there for deepening that apathy into distrust and inac ful he was not killed outright.—Argus.
ar.d commenced the ‘shower oi flesh i
k eration and public attachment. Proceeding now? For ourselves we could never answer j about two hours, when it was put in the tion is anothet matter, of which we shall have
blood,’by strewing the iiver and Heide"
from any community, they would command this question. It puzzled us amazingly. We, cabin of the sloop.
something to say hereafter.”
Fatal and Melancholy Accident. We the field, winch having completed, the» „
a prompt expression of my respectful ac never could tell what to do with him.”
The sloop started during the gale, but was
regret to learn that Mr. George Clark, a very up a loud yell and started for the house n
knowledgements; but emanating, as they do,
-I obliged to put back, and did not arrive until
respectable citizen, by trade a rigger, while nmg all the way as ii the ‘old bov ’ find k
E
ffects
of
L
ocofoco
A
scendency
.
The
from my neighbors and my friends,affectionate
The Murderer. Colt, the murderer'of j next morning. In the meantime, Mr. Lent,
engaged upon the brig Eagle, at Central at their heels.”
J adbeeQ
associates of forty years duration, or their de Adams, the printer, whose trial comes on | one of the keepers, missed Cole, and came National Intelligencer, in commenting upon Wharf, yesterday about one o’clock, fell from
scendents and connections, I should he hap shortly in N. York, was formerly a student of down to the city to look for him ; not hearing the result of some of the State Elections says, its main topmast head to the deck below, a
Buried Alive—almost Not quite a
py to find adequate language to express the the University of Vermont at Burlington. In’ of him
' here
1
'
'
and’’learning
that
the Fanny ‘had* it is remarkable what depression of the busi distance of forty-five feet, and struck his head
sentiments with which they inspire me. All 1830 or 1831, he studied the course of mathe not arrived, he mistrusted that Cole was on ness pursuits of the country, the currency, upon the caboose, fracturing his scull in a scene, strange as any founded on fiction ?
1 can offer is lhe conveyance of my cordial matics, and was quite a proficent in that board ; he therefore boarded her on her arri monetary exchanges, of trade, etc., every most shocking manner. He lingered in an curred in this city on Sunday last. We’2
it in the words of the gentleman w
thanksand assurances of my lasting gratitude. branch of education. He was a very quiet, val, and going into the cabin saw the box and where attends the success of that party which insensible state until five o’clock P. M., when I give
furnished us with the fact?
I recognize, with pleasure, your superior gentlemanly fellow—represented himself as opened it, where he found Cole nearly ex had possession of the Government during he expired, in the forty-second year of his aiKj ¡ts trulh |nj............
his voracity
■
■
J
claims upon me to attend a public entertain an heir to a large fortune, to be left to him hausted, from his close confinement and not the last twelve years, and, under whose as age, leaving a sick wife in indigent circum - ----- .... ....... may be relied on.
ment ; but the very ground on which you by his grandfather, who resided at Hart having eaten anything since the day liefore. cendency the prosperity of the country was stances, with two young children to mourn | It appears that a young Spaniard was Ivin«
justly place them, encourages the hope that ford, Connecticut. While in College, he was Cole was immediately taken to the Tombs, checked and almost ruined. In Georgia, for their loss.—Here is astrong case for sympa- ! in the last stages of yellow fever. The nJ
you will kindly receive the reasons which very much esteemed by his classmates, and and will be returned to his old qmrters.— instance, we see it stated in the Augusta thy and charity, and the bare mention of the ;, sician was sent for, but before his arrival the
compel me, with regret, to decline accepting was a young gentleman generally supposed New York American.
Chronicle, that no sooner was it ascertained fact will, we hope, be sufficient to induce the j. young man had ceased to live, according
your obliging invitation. An arduous session of a very amiable disposition. During one of
that the Locofoco candidate was elected Gov benevolent to administer a goodly portion of the opinions of those in the house,so that
when he arrived he found bis patient cover,
of Congress has been followed by a long and the vacations, he travelled to Detroit, Green
Escaped. Town, the Bank Robber, who ernor, and the same party had a majority in both, to mitigate the grief and supply the
ed with a white linen, and reported as dead
fatiguing journey ; and both make me intense Bay, and to other places in the West, and was in jail at Jacksonville, Illinois, for the the Legislature, than such was the effect up wants of a worthy family.—Portland Adv.
That very evening they washed and cleansed
ly feel the want of repose. A barbecue with gathered many and various Indian curiosities, robbery, has broken jail, and in company on the currency as to make it impossible to
lhe young man, and having put on hisbtniar
public speaking in the open air, and other lo which he presented to the Museum of the with a fellow named Gardner who was un sell bills of the Central Bank at any discount;
dress, they laid him on his bed UHtil morning
cal incidents, would greatly add to my pres University on his return to Burlington. The der sentence of death for murder, has made and no one would undertake to say what the
Melancholy and Fatal Accident. We
ent exhaustion, if it did not produce more writer of this remembers the don harness his escape. Gardner was to have been hang State bonds were worth, such was the antici regret to announce that Mr. Jabez Hatch, In the morning a coffin was got. and all the
necessary preparations were made. He was
serious effects.
I hope, therefore, that my “ presented by J. Caldwell Colt, of Hartford,” ed the day after that on which he escaped ; pated depreciation.
well known as an Auctioneer, on Washing then taken and put in his coffin, but no soonfellow-citizens, in lieu of a public festival, and other curiosities presented by him. but having some conscientious scruples about
ton street, died last night about one o’clock, er was he dropped in it than he jumped up
will agree to substitute that private, informal These facts are unimportant to many, but to a capital punishments, and particularly in his
from wounds received by the accidental dis and asked where they were going to place
The singular and unusual spectacle is now
and friendly intercourse, so much more con few, this gossipry may not be entirely devoid own case, he has seen fit to withdraw.
charge of a fowling-piece. Mr. Hatch with him. They then conducted him in a carriage
presented
of
four
Commodores
’
flags
flying
genial with my feelings, and compatible with of interest.—Boston Allas.
Town was a native of New-Hampshire, a
a friend, went out on Wednesday last on a to a colored nurse woman’s house. He ¡3
at
the
same
time
in
the
harbor
of
Norfolk
my health.
graduate of Dartmouth College in 1835 ; he
shooting excursion, and, in getting cut of his yet very sick, hut may perhaps live. It ap.
1 offer you, gentlemen, assurances, of the
Early Snow Storm.
We are informed was probably as conscientiously opposed to and its vicinity. They are—
carriage in Brighton, his double barrelled gun pears that he was in a state of lethargy.—JV.
The Delaware, 80, bound to the coast of
high regard and constant esteem of
by a gentleman of this city, who was in Wor the State Prison as Gardner was to the gal
was accidentally discharged. The contents Orleans Picayune.
Brazil,
the
flag
ship
of
Commodore
Morris,
Your faithful friend,
cester County, that a very severe snow storm lows.
Neither had been retaken at the last
of both barrels passed through his side caus
who,
being
senior
and
within
signal
distance,
And obedient servant,
took place there on Tuesday. The snow accounts.— Concord Statesman.
ing his death as before stated.—Boston Bay
Vetoes by the Presidents. The exer
is entitled to the blue pennant.
H. ÒLAY.
commenced falling and was first noticed in
State Democrat of Saturday.
cise of the Veto power, is not an innovation
The
frigate
Macedonian,
flag-ship
of
the
Messrs. E. Warfield, Jno. Brand, Benj. Gratz, Fitchburg, and for twenty miles around in
Mr. Stephens sailed on Saturday for Cen
as many pretend. Washington resorted to it
H. T. Du ncan, Leslie Combs, James F. Da the vicinity; the storm raged with much tral America, for the purpose of re-exploring West India squadron,Commodore Wilkinson,
vis. O. 1). Winn, 11. I. Bodley, W. H. Rich fury. At Gardner, our informant found the the ruins of that region. We believe, how who, being next in rank, hoists the red.
York Ledge. zA cast iron Beacon has twice—Madison four times—Monroe once,
‘
'
The frigate United States, the flag ship of been placed on York Ledge. It is composed and Jackson five times. It ------was exercised
ardson, John R. Dunlap, Jno. Curd, and B. snow one foot deep on a level, and that too, ever, that it is his intention to confine his
W. Dudley, Committee.
after a heavy fall of rain for several hours. travels principally to Yucatan, and to a more the squadron destined to the Pacific^Commo of six hollow pillars, each 22A feet long, and By Gen. Washington,
April 5,1792
do.
March 1,1797
At Templeton the snow fell to the depth of minute examination of Uxmal, where, it will dore Thomas ap Catesby Jones.
so placed as to form a hexagonal pyramid, at
The Navy Yard, at Gosport, under the the top of which is placed an iron cap, which
DISTRlBUTIOxN OF THE PUBLIC about 18 inches, and many of the inhabitants be recollected by the readers of his recent
Madison,
Feb. 21.1814
11 28, «
command
of
Commodore
W.
Branford
Shudo.
LANDS.
were out upon the Common enjoying a fine volumes, he spent but two days, being obliged
rises eight feet above the top of the pillars—
brick,
who
is
junior
to
the
other
three.
This law, as our readers are aware, pro sleigh ride.
do.
Nov. 6, 1812
Considerable damage was done to leave in consequence of the illness of Mr.
the whole beacon being therefore about 30
The two junior Commodores, it is presum feet high. The bearings from it are—Boon
vides that the proceeds of the sales of the to the orchards, many of the young trees la Catherwood. That gentleman Bas accom
do.
Jan. 20.1815
Public Lands shall be divided among lhe den with fruit were much injured, and in panied him on the present voyage, and we ed must each hoist the white pennant, there Island Light S. 3-4 N. about 7 miles; Whale’s
Monroe,
May 4, 1822
several States in proportion to the Represen many cases, prostrated with the weight of may look, therefore, for another volume or being but three distinctive pennants, as badges Back do. W. by S. 1 2 S. 6 miles ; York Nub
May 31'1831
Jackson,
tative population in 1840, first giving to the fruit and snow.
do.
Dec. 7,1831
Vegetation also received two on this most interesting portion of the of rank, recognized in our Navy.
ble N. by E. 3 miles ; York harbor N. W. by
Slates wherein lhe lauds are situated, ten considerable injury, aud presented a very sin American continent. We cannot help hoping
do.
July 10,1831
N. 1-4 N. 3 miles ; East point of Duck Island
do.
per cent. The average sales for the last gular appearance, as it stood partly covered that Mr. Stephens will be able to bring home
Dec. 6,1832
S. 1-2 w. 7 miles; White Island Shoals
O^’The Officers of the Army at present Light S. by W. 3-4 W. 9 miles.—Boston
twenty years have amounted to over four with lhe mantle of winter, and its tops pre some of those ancient relics, and, if possible
do.
1831
in
Washington
waited
upon
the
new
Secre

millions, and deducting from this the expen senting all the freshness and strength of mid to penetrate towards lhe hidden city of which
Daily Advertiser.
tary
of
War,
in
full
uniform,
on
Tuesday,
ses of sale and the ten per cent, there will summer,— Salem Observer, Oct. 9.
Lost or Stolen. Three thousand eight
he speaks in the work already published.
and made quite an imposing display.
remain say three millions to be divided ev
Corn. It is said that Major Williams, of hundred and fifty dollars were either lost or
We are informed that Messrs. Stephens &
After
waiting
upon
the
Secretary
of
War,
ery year among the Slates. If the ratio of
Effect of Rum. A slave named John, Catherwood, have supplied themselves with
Bourbon county, is still pursuing his experi stolen last week between Rochester and
representation under the late census be fixed was executed on the 1st at Portsmouth, Va., a complete set of Butler’s Daguerreotype Ap the Officers of the Army paid their respects ment in regard to the cultivation of corn. Great Falls. The money was handed to the
at sixty thousand, each State will receive, in for lhe attempted murder of two ladies, nam paratus, with the purpose of taking Daguer to the Secretary of the Navy.—Nat. Int.
His plan is to plant, in rows two feet apart, stage driver by the cashier of the Rochester
round numbers, the following sums:
ed Mrs. Lambert and Mrs. Cooper, for the reotype impressions of the ruins they meet
the stalks one foot apart in the rows ; culti Bank, to be delivered to the agent of the
Hon. Walter Forward. The Pittsburgh
Maine,
$96,000 ............... , """
$84,000 sake of obtaining their money. The Norfolk with.—N. Y. Courier fy Enquirer.
vated with the hoe. Last year, a rainy sea Great Falls Company. The driver placed it
Advocate pays a high compliment to the
N. Hampshire, 48,000 Georgia,
108,000 Herald says that.“ he made a full confession
son, the produce was about one hundred and upon his seat behind him, and never saw it
Secretary of the Treasury. It says:—“ We sixty bushels to the acre. This year, a dry afterwards. A reward of two hundred dol
Vermont,
48,000 Alabama,
96.000 under the gallows, which he prefaced with
Isles of Shoals. The late gale was
M assac h u«et ts, 144.000 M ississippi,
48,000 the following emphatic warning—‘ You see very severely felt at the Shoals. The waves are disposed to look upon the appointment of one, the produce, it is said, will be about one lars is offered for its recovery.—Dover Enq,
Connvciicut,
60,000 Louisiana,
48,000 me here, and I will tell you what brought me washed up on Star Island with tremendous this gentleman to the important station of hundred bushels to the acre.—Louisville
Rhode island, 12,000 Tennessee,
144,000 here—iMrns jRuin
Singular. A hallibut marked “J SL
Concluding his simple fury, covering from ten to twenty acres of Secretary of the Treasury as an auspicious Journal.
New York,
480,000 Kentucky,
132,000 statement of the particulars of his crimp, by land which had rarely before been ap-uroaeli omen. The moderation of his character,
1838,” was yesterday caught on “Mistaken
New Jersey,
72,000 Ohio,
300,000 admonishing the colored people to take warn ed by the vyater. Rocks of large ske Imve ' high moral worth, and great abilities, are a
The village of Waterford, in this State, is Ground,” by Mr. Woodbury Cobb, of Cape
Pennsylvania, 336,000 Indiana,
132.000 ing from his example, to avoid the foul fiend, been driven on the beach from the recesses , guarantee1 to the Union, that the duties of his now Phoenix like, rising from its ashes. A- Elizabeth.
Weight, twenty-six pounds.office
will
be
well
and
faithfully
discharged
:
Delaware,
12,000 Missouri,
84,000 alcohol, and all violation of lhe laws. He of the ocean, some of them of at least five tons
bout thirty buildings are in course of erection Portland Adv. 1 Qth.
while
to
the
northern
and
middle
sections
of
Maryland,
72.000 Illinois,
60,000 repeatedly proclaimed lhe justice of his sen in weight. A store was washed away on the
there, all of brick excepting two. The Sara
Virginia,
204,000 Arkansas,
12.000 tence ; and declared his belief that his peace northeast of the Island, and Mr. Caswell’s it his known predilections in favor of the toga Banking House wdl be completed next
FROM MEXICO.
N. Carolina,
120,000 Michigan,
36,000 was made with the great Judge of all human pilot boat was sunk. A schooner, probably a protection of domestic industry, will render month. It is probable that the whole village
it peculiarly acceptable.”
Vera Cruz papers to the 14th of September
It may be interesting to know how long actions.”
coaster from the east, was seen near Star Is
will be built in a substantial manner in a few
this great National fund will hold out, and
land on Sunday forenoon about 11 o’clock,
months more should the season favor the en brought by the bark Ann Louisa, Capt. Cliff
New Cabinet. President Tyler’s Cabinet
ord, give confimation of lhe accounts previ
how much the Slates may expect to receive
Wholesale Lynching in Texas—A which suddenly disappeared. It is expected
terprise.—A*. K Tribune.
is
now
complete,
as
follows:
—
ously received that Santa Anna is moving ahereafter. The estimated quantity of lands Dreadful Tragedy. A week or two ago, that she sunk with all hands on board. At
Secretary
of
State,
Daniel
Webster,
of
Mas

gain in opposition to the Government of
in market, subject to private entry, is about says the Natchitoches Herald, we gave an White Island, lhe surge beat with tremen
A
correspondent
of
the
Transcript
says
one hundred and fifteen million acres. ’I’he account of the trial of one Jackson, in Harri dous fury, tearing away the sheathing from sachusetts.
there
is
still
another survivor of the battle of Bustamente. He has issued a formal mani
Secretary of the Treasury, Walter Forward,
quantity surveyed and unsurveyed, not yet son county, Texas, for murder : of the man the light-house, and the substantial covered
Bunker Hill. Mr. Abraham Perkins, residing festo, denouncing the acts of Bustamente,
offered for sale, about one hundred million ner in which he was tried ; how he and some walk from the dwelling house to the light of Pennsylvania.
in Ipswich, Mass. He was born in the year and avowing his adhesion to the revolt of
Secretary of War, John C. Spencer, of New’
of acres. All these now belong to the sever of his friends then seized the county Judge, house, which was built last year at an ex
1747, and is now in good health. Less than Paredes. He has also solemnly protested aal States, in the proportion given above, and McHenry, and brought him into Natchitoches, pense of $700. The keeper lost his barn, but York.
a fortnight since he stood on Bunker Hill.— gainst Bustamente, renouncing his authority
Secretary of the Navy, Abel P, Upshur, of
as head of the Republic, and commander-inlhe proceeds are to be annually distributed wheie he is now in jail, awaiting his trial, saved his cow by taking her into his house.
JV*. F. Tribune.
chief of the army.
among them.
under an indictment for carrying off negroes The oldest inhabitants there do not recollect Viiginia.
Attorney General, Hugh S. Legare, of
There had been some commotions in the
The amount that will he paid
from that parish. It now appears that when a gale of equal fury.—Portsmouth Journal.
O
ne More.
Enos
Reynolds,
who
is
86
South Carolina.
city of Mexico, where a part of the garrison
for them, taking the minimum
Jackson returned to Texas, he was attacked
years
old,
and
resides
in
West
Boxford,
was
Postmaster General, Charles A. Wickliffe,
price, will be about
$268,750,000 and killed by four or five friends of McHenry ;
Alexander McLeod. The New York
in the battle of Bunker Hill. He visited the revolted, but this movement had heen sup
Deduct from this the ten per
and they in their turn have been captured Courier and Enquirer states:—“ Our Report of Kentucky.
battle ground a few weeks ago. He appear pressed. Bustamente was exercising dictato
rial powers, which had been conferred upon
cent., for the Slates in which the
and hung without any ceremony, by the er, who has just returned from Utica, informs
(t/^The Secretaries who have resigned ed as active and sprightly as a man of 40.— him by lhe Cougfess.—Among other thing?
lands lie, ten per cent, for surveys,
friends of Jackson.
us that this individual intended to start on their situations are great pecuniary sufferers. ib.
he had suspended the publication of all news
expenses of sale, school lands, etc. 53.750,000
Wednesday morning or that evening for Al
Bunker Hill Monument. I The monu- bany, and crossing the river take the stage They have relinquished lucrative professions
The Supreme Court. We learn from papers except his own official ‘ Boletin,’ and
or
pursuits,
given
up
domestic
establishments
Nett proceeds to be divided, $215,000,000 ment on Bunker Hill has become an impos- route to the Boston Railroad, and sail for
Augusta, says the Portland Advertiser, that declared thecapitol in a state of seige.—A*.
The amount to be divided each year, will ing object. It has risen to the height of one England in the Steamer on Saturday, carry at home, and opened costly residences at Chief Justice Weston was on Saturday nom F. Commercial.
of course depend on the rapidity wiib which hundred and sixty-five feel, and may be Seen ing out the news of his own trial and acquit Washington.—AJI this cannot be done, short inated for reappointment to the Supreme
From Mexico. Vera Cruz papers to the
the new States increase in population, and from various points at the distance of many tal. On Tuesday night, after the rendition of of pecuniary sacrifices, as well as great per Bench, and that John S. Tenny Esq. of Nor
new lands are wanted ; but it is fair to cal miles. To a spectator in its immediate vicin the verdict, he passed the evening with his sonal inconvenience and suffering.—North ridgewock, was nominated as associate Judge first inst. furnish intelligence of some interest
culate on a steady annual increase.—Atlas.
ity, the effect of this simple, unernbellished counsel and some friends, drinking cham American.
in place of Judge Emery, whose term of of respecting the movements of the various
Mexican leaders in their struggle for mastery.
column of granite is a sensation of sublimity. pagne, appearing as perfectly indifferent as
fice has expired.
[
official.]
A considerable force has been collected un
The Case of Daniel L. Payne.
We From lhe top, the view is inexpressibly grand though he had never been tried for, or even
APPOINTMENTS BY THE PRESIDENT.
think that we have done this unfortunate man and beautiful; while few persons can stand suspected of the crime of murder.”
The Louisville Journal says “we under der Santa Anna and reviewed by him at
injustice in saying that he showed apathy up near its base and look at lhe top without a
Wm. B. Hodgson, of lhe District of Colum stand that, the citizens of Woodford have pur Berote on the 30th ultimo, and several corps
on hearing of the disappearance and suppos feeling of awe and veneration. The work,
One Hundred and Twelve Murderers bia, to be Consul of the United States for chased the fine farm in that county, on which were on their march to join the main body.
Although circumstances might eventually
ed death of Mary C. Rogers. It appears in we believe, is now suspended for the season, Acquitted. A letter from Judge Ford, da the city and Kingdom of Tunis.
the Hon. J. J. Crittenden was born, and made
evidence that he had been much depressed in to be renewed again in the spring, and pros ted Oregon city, Illinois, Sept. 27th, to the
Francis J. Grund, to be Consul of the U- him a present of it. The price was $17,000.’ lead them to operate either against Yucatan
or Texas, yet it was not believed that their
spirit since her disappearance, and that dur ecuted with vigor to its completion. The editor of the Peoria Register, says—The per nited States for the port of Bremen.
ing her life he was devotedly attached to her. builder, Mr. Savage, is by contract, allowed sons who had a hand in the Driscall murder
Samuel J. Douglass, to be Judge of the URail Roads. The Salem Gazette says, embodiment had that immediate object.
The Sun thus sums up the whole story of till October, 1843, to complete it; but, from last summer have been indicted and tried at nited States lor the Middle District of Flori that “ eighteen millions of dollars have now
A State Convention held in Guadaluxara
the evidence given before the Coroner’s jury. the rapidity with which he wrought the pres the recent term of thé circuit court of Ogle da.
been invested in rail roads within the limits had declared in favoi of the Constitution of
It appeared that Payne after reaching Hobo ent season, we have no doubt he will be able county. One hundred and twelve persons
of Massachusetts, all of which, when finished, 1824, and appointed General Paredes Gov
ken on Thursday, “ roved about from that to accomplish his labor in the course of the were indicted and all acquitted by the jury.”
The Washington Express states that the have paid at least six per cent, beyond all ex ernor. This example has been followed by
nearly all the other Slates composing all
place to Weehawken, visited the house of next summer. Twenty, or twenty-one cours
President has appointed Mr. Tyson, Survey penses, repairs, etc.”
Mrs. Loss, where Miss R. had last been seen es of stone only are yet to be laid.— Courier.
Southern Mexico.
Another Bank Defalcation.
The or of the port of Philadelphia, Commissary
with a young man who left there with her on
Cashier of the Commercial Bank, at New General of the United States, vice Callender
Grogan. It is said that after “Colonel”
the 25th of July—enquired of a boy the spot
Western Products. There has been a York, R. W. Redfield, has disappeared, a de Irvine, deceased ; and Mr. Watmough, late Grogan was brought into the United States
Cuba and Great Britain. Letters re
mi which she was murdered—-indulged in perfect avalanche of western products upcn ficiency of $56,000 having been discovered Sheriff of the County of Philadelphia, Sur he returned voluntarily into Canada, but as ceived from Havana at New-Orleans, state,
th ink —lost his hat—engaged in reading scraps us within the last twenty four hours. Our in his accounts, of which the commencement veyor, vice Tyson.
the people declined arresting him, he has on information from the best quarters, that
of manuscript—spoke of his troubles—told of marine list to-day presents the following sum was traced back as far as 1837.
England is negotiating with Spain for a ces
failed to become a “ lion.”
his engagement to Miss Rogers—laid in the mary of the..principal articles 1—43,354 bush
sion of Cuba.—It is stated that Great Britain
No man stood higher in the community
S
pecial
E
lection
in
V
irginia
.
The
woods, or reclined under grape vines—suf els wheat, 12,482 barrels flour, 6,226 bushels than Mr. R. and almost any other man would
The Amistad Negroes. The Mendian has offered two million pounds for the Island,
fered from hunger, cold and constant expos corn, 5,600 bushels oats. In addition there have been suspected before him. Dealing in special election held in Albemarle county,
Negroes are all to be sent off in a few weeks and agreed to pay for the freedom of all the
Virginia,
on
the
4th
inst.,
for
a
delegate
to
ures, with no house to shelter, no bed to re are now (1 o’clock P. M.) nearly twenty ves stocks has led to it.
slaves born or imported prior to the year
the Legislature in place of Mr. Coles, deceas to Africa, accompanied by a white missionary, 4820, the rest to be free without purchase.
pose 011, no hand to relieve him, and finally sels in port, among them the ship Superior,
the
Rev.
Mr.
Raymond.
Several
of
them
ed, resulted in the choice of Alexander Rives,
died without a friend to close his eyes.”
whose cargoes we have not been able to pro
The government at Madrid referred the
The cars on the Newcastle and French
Mrs. Loss, who was called as a witness, cure before going to press.—Buffalo Commer town railroad ran over a cow on Wednesday (whig) by a majority of seventeen votes over have visited Sierre Leone repeatedly, and can question to the Governor, who called a junto
without
difficulty
find
their
way
from
that
S. F. Leake, (Locofoco.)—Allas.
testified that deceased was not lhe person cial Advertiser.
of rich people. The latter, with one excep
night, by which three of the passenger cars
place to Mendi.—New Haven Register.
whom she saw with Mary Rogerson the 25th
tion, objected to the proposition. There are
were thrown off' the track, and two of them
of July. A phial which was found in the
A Divorce from Church. Mrs. Jarvis, were precipitated down a hill about 25 feet,
many indications of a disposition on the paie
A
London
tradesman
lately
employed
a
W
isconsin
E
lection
.
We
learn
by
a
•place where Mary is supposed by some the lady whose divorce case has excited so both filled with passengers. Notwithstand
of Great Britain to get a foothold on Cuba.
professional
gentleman
to
recover
a
debt
of
gentleman
from
Milwaukie,
that
Gen.
Dodge,
persons to have been murdered, was label much attention, and her daughter, last Sun ing one of the cars turned a complete somer
He succeeded, and the
led laudanum, but Dr. Griswold declined day, were publicly admitted members of the set, no one was seriously injured and only loco, is elected Delegate to Congress from thirteen shillings.
cost was seventy pounds.
From Havana. The schooner Warrior,
to «ay, from the appearance of the phial, that Roman Catholic Church.
The ceremony two men but slightly.—Philadelphia Ledger. Wisconsin, by about 500 majority.
arrived last evening from Havana, having leit
The same gentleman informed us that the
it had contained laudanum. Both Dr. Cook took place at St. Paul’s Church, Clinton St.,
The
number
of
females
employedin
Mas

on the 1st inst. Through the politeness 0
Whigs have made handsome gains in the Le
and Dr. Griswold stated that they found no in Brooklyn.
Another “ Temperance Lecture.” A
sachusetts is 40,000, of whom about 24,000 the Captain, we received a manifesto of tii®
gislature. — Cleaveland Herald.
appearance of poison in his system.
Coroner’s inquest was held over the body of
are in the woolen factories. The aggregate new Intendant, Don Geronimo Valdez, elate
The papers found, were, as we have staled,
Fire at Quebec and Loss of Life. A Miss Eliza Lisle, of West Utica, by A. A.
amount of their earnings, annually, is estima the 29th September, the purport of which is
of no importance ; and the coroner’s jury, af few nights since, the house of Dr. Dill, near Barness, on the 19th ult. and the verdict found
The Caledonian says that Charles Davis, ted at four millions of dollars.
—that Pistareens, which have heretofoie
ter a half hour’s deliberation, returned a ver the corner of Couillard and St. Joseph streets, by the Jury was, that she came to her death
passed currently at twenty-five cents a piece‘
dict, “ found dead with a congestion of the Quebec, was destroyed by fire. Mrs. D. per by taking landanum, intentionally to destroy Esq. of Danville, District Attorney for the
Warn, supposed to be brought about by ex ished in the flames. Several adjacent houses her own life, and that said destruction was State of Vermont, has been ordered by the
The Professions. It is calculated that hereafter in all dues shall only be taken a
General
Government
to
repair
forthwith
to
posure .and irregularity of living, incident to, were destroyed or damaged. Total loss of | in consequence of ill treatment by her mlempethere are in the United States 14,012 Law their real value, twenty cents, that an 0
Alburgh, to investigate the circumstances at yers, 14,680 Clergymen, and 10,322 Physi law to that effect will be strictly enfor66“*”*
aberration of mind.”—N. Y. Talllert
property about $19,000.
I1 rate mother.
tending the abduction of Grogan.
cians,
Charleston Mercury.
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Maine Legislature. The Augusta Age | Register of Deeds. No choice of RegHINTS TO COASTERS.
TEMP E R ANCE M E E T ING.
To the County Commissioners in and for the
publishes the following Recapitulation of the j ister of Deeds was effected in Somerset counThe late gale on our coast was indeed ter
The “ Kennebunk Washington Total .Absti
County of York:
SATURDAY, OCT. 23, 1841
mernbers elect to the Maine Legislature.1 ty on the second Monday in September. An- ribly disastrous, as will be seen by referring nence Society" will hold its second public
OUR petitioners respectfully represent
to the columns of our marine news, for sev
The
two
representative
districts
to
be
heard
1
other
election
has
been
ordered
to
be
holden
meeting, at the Meeting-House of the second
OUR COMMON SCHOOLS. No. 3.
that the road, commencing at the town7
eral days past. A vast many coasting vessels
parish,
in
this
village,
on
Sunday
(to-morrow)
from
have
probably
chosen
Opposition
men.
J on the third Monday of November next.— have foundered in our bays, or while riding
When the districts have furnished good
line between Alfred and Sanford, near Hay
evening,
Oct.
24,
commencing
at
“
•
half
past
No.
No not h’rd1 The votes for County Treasurer, for Somer at anchor in our harbors, have been driven
brook bridge, so called, and leading by the
school-rooms and faithful and competent
Opp. Whig.
six o’clock.
Addresses may be expected dwelling house of John Powers, in Sanford,
Members.
choice, from.
ashore and destroyed.
Many valuable lives
teachers, the next essential preparatory step York
set,
have
been
officially
counted
—
Amos
Shed
from Mr. Bartemus of Boston and Mr. Par- through North-Berwick to Doughty’s Falls,
21
17
1
3
0
have been lost, which circumstance will nat kinson of Wells.
in order to ensure profitable schools must be Cumberland 27
(whig) is elected by one hundred and twenty19
0
8
0
thence through Berwick, by the tavern of
urally induce the humane to inquire if no
October 23.
25
12
12
1
0
two majority.
taken by parents and guardians. It is in vain Lincoln
Elijah Hayes, Jr., by Blackberry Hill meet
means can be devised to prevent such dread
22
5
15
2
0
ing-house, to the house of Oliver H. Emery,
that the convenience, comfort and advance Kennebec
ful disasters on the occurrence of severe east
Waldo
17
15
Ship-Building. There are now building erly storms.
0
1
1
UNCURRENT MONEY IN BOSTON. in said Berwick, is circuitous, hilly and nar
ment of the scholars have been consulted in Hancock
12
11
1
0
0
row, and that a new highway, commencing
in Passamaquoddy District, or have been
We believe that hardly any person, espe[CORRECTED OCTOBER 11.]
the construction and furnishing of the school Washington 11
9
2
0
0
near the house of said Emery, passing over
launched within a few weeks, one ship of• cially a seaman, can read the accounts of
19
12
6
1
0
room, and equally in vain is it that a teacher Penobscot
lands of Benjamin Nason and others; lands
these melancholy disasters, without feeling at
MAINE.
seven
hundred
and
seventy-five
tons
;
one
6
4
0
2
0
4 a 5 per cent. dis. of the Great Falls Manufacturing Company,
has been engaged who brings to his work Piscataquis
once, that many of them certainly might Bangor Commercial
barque; six brigs; three schooners and one have been averted, if these vessels had, be Mercantile, Bangor
Somerset
14
4 a 5
7
5
2
do ■
0
Timothy Hilliard, Joseph Hilliard, Hernan
the capacity, disposition and interest which Franklin
at Calais
6
do
8
6
1
1
0
Gibbs, I. G. Jordan and Aaron Maddox, to
sloop, making a total of twenty-two hundred longing to them, good and sufficient ground Calais,
—
Washington Co. Bank,.Calais
a do
render him worthy the confidence of his Oxford
15
11
2
2
0
the New-Hampshire line,striking said line at
tackling.
and forty-seven tons.
Stillwater Canal, at Orono
25 a 50
do
3
2
0
0
employers, unless the seats are occupied with Aroostook
1
such point as you shall deem best, near a
15 a It is a fact, a lamentable one, that Ameri City Bank, Portland
do
——— _— —•
——
do
large oak tree, marked as a line tree, between
obedient, punctual and teachable pupils. It
Bowdoin College. We are indebted to can vessels, and coasters especially, are too Westbrook Bank
Lumber Co.
75
do
200
130
55
13
2
lands of said Jordan and Maddox, will be of
apt to have light anchors, and short cables. Georgia
depends much upon the parents and guardi Senate
a
friend
for
a
copy
of
the
recently
published
Frankfort
Bank
80
do
31
25
4
2
common convenience and necessity.
And when overtaken by a violent storm, Globe Bank. Bangor
— a do
“ Catalogue of the Officers and Students of
ans of the children whether or not this shall
—
They therefore pray that such alterations as
while riding at anchor, unless the harbor is Lafayette, Bangor
10
do
231
be their character, and without their co-ope155
Bowdoin College, (Brunswick,) Fall term, particularly fine, or the anchorage uncom St. Croix
59
15
you may deem expedient, on the route afore
do
Agricultural Bank, Brewer
do
là
said, be made; and that said new part be laid
< ration the best directed exertions of the best Opposition maj. in the House, thus far,
75 1841.” We learn from it that the whole monly good, they must go on shore. Nothing Citizens
’, Augusta, new plate
a do
out in the manner aforesaid, to said Newdo
do
|
number
of
students
is
172,
viz
:
Seniors
33
5
Senate,
23
can
prevent
it
—
and
the
catastrophe,
howev

teacher to this end must be ineffectual. Too
Oxford Bank at Fryeburg
fraud.
Hampshire line, or to the centre of the Sal
do
do in joint ballot, about
100 Juniors 57; Sophomores 47; Freshmen 35. er unfortunate it may be, ought not to occa Bangor Bank, old
closed.
much care and attention cannot be devoted
mon Falls river, at the point aforesaid.
no sale.
Bank of Oldtown, Orono
sion surprise.
to this point. In à school characterised by
charter expired.
TIMOTHY HILLIARD,
A vessel will ride at anchor in safety for a Damariscotta Bank
([»The yellow fever was slightly decreas
Vermont. The Legislature of this State
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
and 56 others.
long
while,
even
in
an
open
roadstead,
with
want of punctuality, disobedience and neg
Wolfsborough
Bank
80
per cent. dis.
assembled on the 14th inst. Both houses ing at New Orleans, at the last dates—the a gale blowing directly on shore, and a heavy Concord Bank
October 12, 1841.
3 a 5
do
ligence on the part of the pupils, it is utter
MASSACHUSETTS.
were organized by the chioce of the whig deaths from this disease on the 7th inst. were sea running, provided she has a heavy anchor
ly impossible, be the teacher ever so indus
Commonwealth Bank, Boston
25 a
STATE OF MAINE.
per cent. dis.
candidates for presiding officers, clerks, etc. 23—on the 8th, 19—on the 9th, 18.—A num down, and a long scope of cable. The British Chelsea
80
•do
trious and well qualified, that any considera
ships of war in the North Sea, and occasion
York, ss..... At the regular session of the
do
A joint committee was appointed to canvass ber of cases occurred at the Balize on the 7th, ally ^reliant ships, when caught on a lee Farmers’ & Mechanics’,S. Adams 80
County Commissioners, ot the County of
ble progress can be made by the learners.
Nahant, Lynn
do
.80
the votes for Governor and other general offi several of which proved fatal.
shore, in one of the heavy gales, not unfre Middling Interest, Boston
York, begun and held at Alfred, within
do
15 a 20
The instructor cannot oblige the child to
do
3a 5
cers, which reported in the afternoon as
quent in that quarter in certain seasons, have Middlesex, Cambridge
and for said County, on the second Tues
0»The
City
Council
of
Boston
has
deter

learn—he can encourage, aid and guide, and
do
75
rode out the gale in safety, with two cables Newburyport Bank
day of October, A. I). 1841:
follows :
do
50
mined on thirty-five as the number of Repre “ on end,” bent to the sheet anchor—and Fulton Bank, Boston
no more,—these are the duties of his station,
N the foregoing petition, Ordered, That
Norfolk, at Roxbury, redeemed at their counter.
Governor—whole number of votes, 47,942 ; sentatives to the General Court to be elected
the petitioners notify all persons and
have thus avoided being dashed on the Roxbury, at Roxbury
all that can be required of him and all that he Necessary to a choice
fraud.
23,972; by that city at the ensuing election.
corporations interested, that said Commis
“ breakwaters,” which line the coast of Hol
RHODE ISLAND.
can perform.
20 per cent. d:s.
Charles Paine (whig) had
land, an event which would have brought Scituate Bank
sioners will meet at the dwelling-house of
23,353;
VERMONT.
A serious evil in many, perhaps we speak Nathan Smilie (opp.)
Timothy Hilliard, in Berwick, in said coun
0»A frost was experienced in Jefferson certain destruction on the vessel and crew.
21,302 ;
Bennington
3 a 5 per cent. dis.
within bounds when we say a large majority, Mr. Hutchinson (abolition,)
ty, on the fifteenth day of NOVEMBER next,
On the Grand Bank it is by no means un- Essex, Guildhall
80
bo
and
Effingham
counties,
Georgia,
on
the
3,039;
at ten of the. clock in the forenoon, and will
frequem for our fishing vessels, to ride out a
CONNECTICUT.
of our schools, is want of punctuality on the
Scattering
248. morning of the 5th inst.
2 per cent. dis.
then proceed to view the route for the new
heavy gale in thirty fathoms of water, with Housatonic Rail Road Co.
part of pupils. Perhaps the parent thinks it
NEW-YORK.
highway prayed for ; and also the highway in
On the ballots for Lt. Governor and Treas
out
starting the anchor, although a furious New-York City
([»Gen. Winfield Scott was nominated
1-4
per cent. dis.
b trifle if the child is sent thirty minutes or
which alterations are prayed for; and imme
But our coasters are Safety Fund Banks
urer, the whig vote was 4 or 500 higher and for the Presidency, by a Public Meeting held sea may be running.
2
a 3'
do
an hour later than the designated time for
diately alter such view, will, in some conve
seldom able to ride at their anchors, during a Red Back
1 1-2 a 2
do
the abolition vote less. There being no at Lancaster, Penn., on the 12th inst.
nient place in the vicinity, bear the petition
tremendous gale, even when partially shelter
commencing the school, or if attendance for
choice of either officer by the people, the two
EXCHANGE.
ers and those opposed to the prayer of said
ed by a tongue of land, and when the water
half a day or a day is occasionally omitted.
State of N. Jersey
a 5 pr ct dis. petition.
is moderately shoal and the holding ground BankdoNotes,City
houses in convention on the 15th, proceeded
.SKETCHES OF CHARACTER.
...................
of Philadelphia 3 1-2
do
Let half a dozen or a dozen parents so reason
good.
Said notice to be, by causing an attested
do
City
of
Ba
himore
to fill the several vacancies thus occasioned.
a
3 do
21-2
The New York Sunday Morning News is
and carry out their views in practice, and
do
copy of said petition and of this order there
If the owners of our coasters were in the
District of Columbia
do
5
Charles Paine was chosen Governor ; Wait publishing sketches of prominent members of
do
Virginia
5 l-2a6
do
on, to be published three weeks successively
habit of providing their vessels with better
what must be the inevitable effects upon the
23 à —
do
still R. Ranney, Lt. Governor, and John Congress. We copy the following brief no ground tackling, we should hear of fewer Old U. S. Bank notes
in the Kennebunk Gazette, a newspaper pub
delinquent and upon the school ? The de
Exchange on England
8 a 8 1 2 prem.
lished in said county ; by causing the town
Spaulding, Treasurer, (all whigs) by decided tice of one of our Senators in Congress :
melancholy disasters, after each violent gale.
SPECIE.
linquent, in the frequent practice of skipping majorities.
clerks of Berwick, North-Berwick and San
—Mercantile Journal.
Spanish Doubloons
$16 00« $16 25
George Evans of Maine.
Mr. Evans
Mexican
do
15 75 a 15 80
ford, in said county, respectively, to be serv
a lesson in reading,spelling or in other branch
took his seat in the United States Senate on
4.85 a 4 87
ed with a like copy, and by posting up the
From Florida—Late from Tampa Bay. Sovereigns
Ohio. The election in this State for mem the 4th of March last.
es of studies pursued by him, gets behind his
1 1-2 a adv.
He has just served The St. Augustine News of the 8th inst. has American Gold
same m three public places in each of said
class, loses his interest in the exercises of the bers of the Legislature took place last week. out his seventh term—fourteen years—in the advices from Tampa Bay to the 1st instant.
towns of Berwick, North-Berwick and San
House of Representatives, and certainly in Col. Worth was to ship from 250 to 300 In
school, and becomes either indifferent to the The returns as far as received stand thus
ford. The first of said . newspaper publica
HYMENEAL.
point
of
talents
ranked
among
the
first
of
tions, and each of the other notices, to be
Whigs.
Opp.
advantages to be derived from attendance at
dians West, on the 6th inst. Among them
his
associates.
At
a
very
early
age
he
presid

Senate
12
15
were 95 warriors.
MARRIED—In Hollis, Dr. Elbridge Bacon of thirty days at least, before said fifteenth day
school or discouraged by his backwardness,
ed over the most numerous branch of the
House
of November next.
27
33
On the 20th the troops were to be simul Portland, to Miss Ellen U. Sands.
and as a necessary consequence grows care
Legislature of bis State, and gave there evi taneously in motion throughout the Territo
In Portsmouth, Mr. Daniel L. Stover, to Miss
Attest—HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
The Senate consists of 36 members and dence of superior mental capacity.
Since
Caroline P. Marden.
less and inattentive. And want of punctuali
Copy of petition and order thereon —
the House of 72. Last year, the Senate was that period he has been an influential and ryIn Gardiner, 30th ult. Willis Patten, Esq. of
Attest-HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
ty is not only a serious injury to the delin
Sampson, a slave of Col. Humphrey’s, who
composed of 14 whigs and 22 Van Buren leading politician. He is still a young man— was captured by the Indians at Caloosahatch- Bangor, to Miss Julia W. Dearborn of G.
October 16.
3w
quent personally, but it is a detriment to the
In Great Falls, 10th inst. Mr. William
men,and the House contained a decided whig perhaps 44 years old ; he is a powerful pub ie, succeeded in making his escape, and Crockett, Publisher of the Northern Light, D.
to
whole school : the entrance of scholars at un
lic speaker, and there are few whose speech
majority. From the returns received it ap es read so well as his, or tew whose efforts went into Tampa on the 30th ult. He has Miss Lydia A. Huckins
seasonable hours,di verting, as it does,the atten
given
some valuable information to the Com
In
Kittery,
Mr.
Benjamin
Bonin,
of
Eliot,
to
pears probable that the opposition have carri will so well stand the test of time. His lan
tion of those in their seats from their studies,
manding Officer.
Miss Abigail Bragdon, formerly of Wells. Mr.
—J UST RECEIVED B Y—
ed both branches this year. It will be recol guage is strong and clear—his sentiments al
Capt. Ketchum, 6th Infantry, died recent Oliver Wilson, to Miss Isabella R-ogers, both of
and creating a bustle and confusion which
JOSEPH CURTIS & Co.
Kittery.
lected that the famous apportionment framed ways new, instructive and beautifully express ly in Middle Florida.
basa tendency to produce restlessness and in
ed. He sheds light upon every subject be
In Newburyport, Mr. George W. Cadwell, of
N assortment of New Goods,—among
by the Van Buren Legislature of this State in examines. His views upon questions con
attention throughout the room for several
Trouble at Sumatra.
A gentleman Gardiner, Me. to Mies Elizabeth L. Haskell, of
which may be found the following
1835—6, still exists, and that by it the State nected with finance and revenue are sound
Newburyport.
Both
Deaf.
•minutes. It is in the power of parents and
who came passenger in the Caroline Augus
Pilot Cloths; Broadcloths; Cassimeres ;
In Wilton, 4th inst. Jesse B. Dudley, of Ches
is so cut and carved as to ensure them the and comprehensive. He has examined them ta, frotn Sumatra, put into Holmes Hole, in
Sattinets ; Beaver Cloth ; Cashmere, Silk Vel
guardians to prevent this evil. By judicious
Legislature for ten years, unless there is a minutely, and understands them thoroughly ; forms us that the Dutch and the natives of terville, to Miss Lucinda Davis, of Parsonsfield. vet and Satin Vestings.
management the necessity of keeping the
he is well qualified for a leader of a great Sumatra were at war, and that the former
English and French Merinos; Saxony
clear majority of ten thousand against them. party, from his general abilities, care, watch
children at home beyond the regular hours
were rapidly taking possession of the island.
OBITUARY.
Cloths ; Roslyn and Caroline Plaid; Alpecca
fulness,
tact
and
good
se^se
;
he
is
an
ex

could generally be avoided, and where the
Me^irniebud us with no particulars.—New
Lustre; Bl’k and Blue bl’k Alapines; Indiana
Tennessee Legislature. The Legisla tremely available man—prolific in resources Bedford Register,
DIED-—In Buxton, 4th inst. Rufus Steele, oilly Cloth, a splendid article for Ladies11 Cloaks ;
fault is tn the child himself, the proper exer
son of Mr. Kichard Steele, aged 18 years.
ture of Tennessee met at Nashville on Thurs —keen sighted, and ready for emergencies.
Cambleteen ; Bombazines.
cise of parental authority would doubtless
In Saco, Mrs. Polly Tapley, aged 73 years,
Demand for Lumber. Our lumber deal wife
day, 14th inst. In the Senate, Mr. Turney To use a quaint expression, “ he is up to
Black Lace and Gauze Veils; Silk and
of Mr. John Tapley.
trap.” He has skill, too, as a legislator and ers are hard pushed in the way of orders for
prove an effectual remedy. This point is
(opposition) was chosen President, and in tactician, in abundance. His speech in reply
In Dover, Miss Abigail Gray, aged 19 years Cotton Velvets; Bl’k Italian and Bonnet
worthy the serious consideration of every one
lumber.
The late storm that gave such formerly of Strafford.
Silks; Scarfs; Calicoes; Plain and Fig’d
the House, Burchall Douglass (whig) was e- to J. Q. Adams’ attack upon Mr. Webster,
abundance of rain, and swelled the streams
In North Berwick, an infant son of Mr. John Mous-de-Laines ; Ginghams.
who is anxious that the district school should
for
the
loss
of
the
fortification
bill
by
the
Sen

lected Speaker. The opposition have a ma
in other parts of New England, gave very Heard. Sept. 20, widow Mary Heard, aged 85
Mohair, Ribbed and Silk Hose.
be a profitable one.
jority of one in the Senate and the whigs of ate, for overwhelming pungency and causti little rain to this section of Maine. This years.
Linen Cambric, Mous-de-Laine, Bl’k Ital
city
has
never
been
surpassed.
It
ranks
aIt is of the greatest importance, too, that
In Lyman, Sept. 18th, Miss Susan Murphy", a- ian, Flag, Cotton and Fancy H'dkfs.
three in the House. Two United States mong the ablest and most successful parlia should he borne in mind by those Who have
ordered lumber, or they may suppose them ged 50 years.
parents should impress upon their children
Silk, Highland, Drab and Bl’k Filled, Me
Senators will be chosen by the present Legis mentary efforts upon record, and such was selves neglected. The fact is, that at present
rino anil Long Shawls.
the necessity of obedience to the rules and or
lature, which, it will be seen, contains, on its effect upon the distinguished and extraor many of our lumber dealers are hard at work
Colton, Bl’k Goal, Pic-Nie, Kid, Mohair
SHIP NEWS?"
ders of the teacher. There can be no greater
dinary man to whom it was directed—and —the hardest work—waiting for rain, to move
joint ballot, a whig majority of two.
and Silk Gloves.
who himself cannot be overmatched in se the mills, many of which have been idle
nuisance in a school, than a turbulent, obstin
White, Green, Red, Yellow Cotton and
KENNEBUNK, OCT. 23, 1841
verity of debate—that he has never forgiven since August.—Bangor Courier.
ate and disobedient scholar, and if the parent
Printed Flannels; Printed and Plain Book
New Jersey Election. The annual e- or forgotten it. He has not spoken to the au
ARRIVED.
ing; Bishop’s Lawn; Book Muslin; Jackor guardian defends him in his course and lection in this State, for the choice of mem thor since its delivery.* Mr. Evans’ manner
Oct. 20—Schs. Ocean, Oaks, Boston.
([»Sam. Swartwout is in Washington,
onet ; White and Col’d Cambrics; Brown
undertakes to screen him from punishment,
of speaking is Websterian. He has but little engaged in proving that he is not a defaulter
Martha, Cred iford, do.
bers of the State Legislature, occurred on
and White Linen ; Plaid Linsey ; Ladies’Mo
Stoic, Wormwood, do.
while other members of the district take side Tuesday and Wednesday of last week. The gesticulation, yet speaks with much anima by more than half the amount charged to
rocco and Kid Slippers ; Children’s do.
tion and ease. His employment of emphasis him. He says he shall be able to square up
CLEARED,
with him or stand neutral—the doors of the result is as follows;
Comforters; White and Mix’d Woolen
is happy, and his voice is full and impressive. all he really owes.—How does District Attor
Oct. 19—Sch. Mary Pope, Georgetown, S. C. Yarn; Hooks and Eyes; Horse and Rose
room might as well be closed and the instruc
There is nothing stiff or embarrassing about ney Price’s account come on? Has not he
21—Ship Bornholm, (new—399 tons) D. Na
Blankets; Suspender, Vest, Coat and Strap
son, Jr,, New Orleans.
him, nor is he pedantic. As a man of talents too ‘seen darker days’ than are in store
tor dismissed at once. A school where noise,
Council,
lor
Buttons ; Padding ; Rouen Cassimere ; Brown
he
must
take
the
highest
rank
in
the
body
of
SAILED.
Assembly,
34
22
rebellion and ill-humor are the order of the
him ?—Tribune.
and Bleached Cloths; Striped Shirting; Lin
Oct. 14—Sch. Stoic, Wormwood, Boston.
which he is a member. In the general char
en and Cotton Thread ; Warp Yarn; Knit
day is not only profitless to all concerned, but
16
—
Nile,
Ward,
do.
acter of his mind he resembles Mr. Webster,
43
31
A Streak of Luck. Col,. Wood, late
ting Cotton ; Piping Cord ; Col’tl Wadding ;
18-r-Moro,
Mitchell,
do.
is absolutely an injury to the pupils.
When
Whig majority on joint ballot twelve. The and in many important respects he is greatly Representative for the city of Natchez, has
Russia Diaper ; Crash ; Silicia ; Foundation ;
Superior, Emery, do,
superior to that eminent man. He is in sailed lor England, with documents sufficient
there is a disagreement between the pupils
Wound Wire; Pound and Paper Pins;
Governor and other State officers are chosen height about five feet eight inches, full pro
MEMORANDA.
and the teacher, prompt measures should be
to prove him the rightful heir to the great
Ar. at Portland, Oct. 14, barque Wm. Eales, Needles; Bl’k and Assorted Sewing Silk;
by the two Houses in Convention.
portioned, broad forehead, very wide mouth, Wood estate. The Colonel will only be
(new—260 tons) Thornes, Saco. Cid. 13th, ship Twist ; Umbrellas; Artificial Flowers; Mo
taken to ascertain where the fault lies—if in
flush complexion, blue eyes, dark hair, and worth about $13,000,000.
Regulus, Thompson, New-Orleans.
hair, Worsted, Carpet and Bed Binding;
the teacher, remedy it or dismiss him—if in
fullface.
His
looks
indicate
him
to
be
what
Maryland. The latest returns from the
Cid. at Boston, 15th, ship Oakland, Barry, Sa Bl’k Taffeta and Cap Ribbons; Thimbles, &c,
in
reality
he
is
—
a
man
of
stupendous
abili

the pupils, it should be the business of the Maryland election give the following as its
(Ejr’We regret to learn from the National vannah.
ties.
district to see that they demean themselves result :—
Intelligencer, that the Hon. Daniel Jenifer is
GROCERIES, ETC.
He is now, always was, and always will re confined at home, and his departure for Eu
It was reported at Castine this week, that in
with perfect propriety or leave the school.
Porto Rico Molasses; New-Orleans, Brown,
Majority for Thomas (opposition) for Gov main a whig.
His political principles are rope on his appointed mission to Austria de the late gale nine fishing vessels were Jost at
It depends not a little upon the parents, al ernor 621.
Matinicus Island harbor, belonging to Fox Island, White, Havana and Loaf Sugar; Coffee;
fixed and immovable.
layed, by severe indisposition.
Me, and Cape Ann. Three of them are said to Green and Black Tea ; Pepper ; Gro. Cassia ;
so, whether the children take an interest in
The State Legislature is thus divided :—
be
from the latter.
[*Th1s is a mistake. They are nowon good terms.]
Starch ; Salaratus ; Box and Cask Raisins ;
their studies or not. It matters not whether
(V^The Georgia papers inform us that
Whigs.
Opposition.
Winter-strained and Refined Oil; Mess and
Messrs.
Nisbet
and
Alford,
two
of
the
Repre

the parent be learned or ignorant himself, he
Senate
15
6
Clear Pork; Bacon; Hog's Lard; Cloves;
sentatives
from
that
State,
have
been
com

Assembly
37
Curious Steamboat Incident.
The
41
can often and seriously urge upon his children
Nutmegs; Bar and Cake Soap; Cheese; Sole
Cincinnati Republican relates a singular inci pelled, by private considerations, to resign ^|N Tuesday next, at one o’clock, P. M. Leather; 4d to 40d Nails; 7 by 9 and 8 by 10
the value of education, the necessity of atten
their
seats
in
Congress.
dent which recently occurred to the steam
near my store, 1 shall sell all the per Glass; Brooms; Entry and Chaise Mats;
52
47
tion and diligence in pursuing their studies,
sonal property now belonging to Capt. Abra Pails.
One vacancy, Present whig majority on boat Messenger, on her way from St. Louis
ffy^Baron de Mareschal, Embassador ham Hill—among which, is Furniture, such
and he can deepen their interest and at the
to Cincinnati. When near Shawneetown, an
Herds Grass and Red Top Seeds; Wood
joint ballot 5.
the 26th ult. she snagged—the snag going from Austria, had his audience of leave of as Beds, Bedsteads, Chairs, Tables, Cooking Saws; Steel Nail Hammers; Sheet Lead,
same time improve their memories,by making
the
President
on
Thursday
last,
having
been
Stove, etc. Also, Farming Tools of differ &c. &c.
through her starboard guards, forward of the
it his daily practice to ask them questions con
Georgia. Returns of the votes for Gov wheel-house, and near the main entrance to transferred to the Court of Portugal. He ent kinds.
A. WARREN, Jhict'r.
Also—CROCKERY & GLASS WARE.
cerning the exercises of the day—what they ernor from eighty-two counties—(leaving on the cabin, up through her state rooms, three made a very courteous speech on the occa
Kennebunk, Oct. 23.
Jw
Kennebunk, Sept. 18.
3w
were— what they understood of them ;—if a ly eleven to be heard from)—give McDonald, ofwhich were entirely demolished. Itstruck sion, and was answered with equal cordiality.
story has been read, to relate it in substance ; the present incumbent, 38,797 and Dawson under the feet of two of the occupants, threw
them out of their berths up against the door,
OUTH’S KEEPSAKE,
if a lesson has been recited in Grammar, Ge (whig) 31,046. Majority for the former 2,751 which being locked inside they could not
In Limerick, in this county, a cotton facto
FipHE subscriber will hereafter devote his
ANNUALETTE,
ography, History, etc., to recapitulate the votes.—Representatives in eighty-three coun move, after being thus abruptly aroused from ry has been put in operation, carried by steam
-0attention almost exclusively to Job
YOUTH’S TOKEN.
Printing. Having a great variety of
principal points in the lesson. Let the learn ties—121 whigs and 135 opposition The their slumbers. The pantaloons of one, power.
All illustrated with handsome engravings,
ORNAMENTAL TYPE,
and beautifully bound in embossed cambric, JOB
er in Arithmetic bring home his slate occa Senate will contain an opposition majority of which had been thrown across his feet when
he undressed, caught on the top of the snag,
c . &• c .
Major General Winfield Scott has returned with gilt edges.
sionally and show his skill in figures, by per about twenty.
and, when the boat stopped, were found dan to his Head Quarters in this city, from his
The Lady’s Annual Register, and House he is prepared to execute Books, Pamphlets,
forming some exercise in his book and ex
gling ten feet above the hurricane deck. At visit to the North.—Nat. Int.
wife’s Almanac, for 1842, containing a great Blanks, Show-bills, Cards, &c. &c. at short
plaining the process. But a few moments
Pennsylvania. The late election in this the time of the accident a deck passenger fell
Orders
variety of useful articles on cookery and do notice and in the neatest manner.
in each day are necessary for all this, and the
orjumped
overboard
in
a
fright,
and,
being
a
mestic management—miscellaneous selections are respectfully solicited.
benefits that result from such a course are in State resulted in the re-election of Governor good swimmer, made for the shore. Here in
JAMES K. REMICH.
ANTI-SLAVERY NOTICE. in prose and poetry, etc.—108 pages duode
Porter (opp.) by an overwhelming majority.
calculable.
the darkness of the night, he found the banks
Kennebunk, July 17.
tf
cimo. For sale by
Another serious evil, in many of our schools, The Senate will contain a decided whig ma too steep and slippery to land, and was obli
The friends of the Anti-Slavery cause, in
D. REMICH.
which it lies with the parents to remedy, is a jority. The House will contain about 35 ged to swim, one hundred yards or more down the County of York, are hereby notified and
Kennebunk, Oct. 16.
tf
deficiency of books. We are by no means
Opposition the stream, where he effected a landing and requested to meet at the Baptist MeetingNE BLACK HORSE,
in favor of a thorough change in the books whigs and 65 opposition men.
a few hours after was taken on board the House, Little River Falls, in Lebanon, on
six years old. Apply
used in the school at the commencement of majority on joint ballot.
William French. He overtook the Messen Tuesday, the second day of NOVEMBER
to
every new term,—there has been altogether
LL persons indebted to the subscriber on
ger at Louisville, his fellow passengers hav next, at 10 o’clock, A. M.—for the purpose of
JAMES LORD.
too much of this catching up of every new
Q^The late election in Georgia was at ing given him up as drowned at the time of awakening a deeper interest in the cause of I
Note
standVote of more than twelve months Standbook, on the part of 'many teachers, for the tended with several brutal altercations.
Kennebunk,
Oct.
2.
Emancipation,
and
concentrating
‘
the
efforts
,
ing,
are
hereby
requested
to
call
and
pay,
or
the
accident.
In
profit of either the parents or the- pupils,
:,~
1 of
the friends of the Slave in this county,
The snag was a long black walnut log, up-'
________
. and pay
. _ the interest and renew : at any rate, call
ed top and clover seed just
But it is absolutely necessary that every Clinton, a man was shot through the head wards of a foot in diameter. No damage the choice of Officers for York County Anti- and renew and save cost,
received by
J. CURTIS & Co.
scholar should be furnished with appropriate and died immediately, and another was so having been done to the boat’s machinery, Slavery Society the ensuing year,
I
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Kennebunk, Oct. 16.
DANIEL
books.
badly beaten that he has since died.
she was under way again in a few minutes.
r/.N.’"’’ APPLETON,
‘
' •',rir,r"T President. I Wells, Oct. 16.
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POETRÏ

At a Court of Probate, holden at Limer-\

AUTUMN.
Sweet Sabbath of the year,
While evening lights decay,
The parting steps methinks I hear
Steal from the world away.

Along thy sunset skies
Their glories melt in shade,
And like the things we fondly prize,
Seem lovelier as they fade.
A deep and crimson streak
Thy dying leaves disclose ;
As, on Consumption’s warning cheek,
’Mid ruin, bldoms the rase.

Thy scene each vision brings
Of beauty in decay ;
Of fair and early faded things,
Too exquisite to stay ;

Of joys that come no more ;
Of flowers whose bloom is fled ;
Of farewells wept upon the shore ;
Of friends estranged or dead; —
Of all that now may seem,
To Memory’s tearful eye,
The vanished beauty of a dream,
O’er which we gaze and sigh.
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CLOUD.

BY PROF. WILSON.

A cloud lay cradled near the setting sun ;
A gleam of crimson tinged its braided sno w.
Long had I watched the glory moving on
O’er the soft radiance of the lake below.
Tranquil its spirit seemed, and floated slow,
E’en in its very motion there was rest!
While every breath of eve that chanced to blow,
Wafted the traveller to the beauteous west.
Emblem, methought of the departed soul,
To whose white robe the gleam of light is
given;
And by the breath of mercy made to roll
Right onward to the gates of Heaven,
Where to the eye of faith it peaceful lies,

And tells to man his glorious destinies.
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Oct. 9.
3W
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have With spring pads; Trusses without steel
Pains, Sinking Faintness, Sour Stomach, Loss
these giye relief in all cases of rupture anfl 3 igS"
months of miserable weakness, and the only one portjon produce a perfect cure-they can be wt??
AN INTERESTING CASE.
of Appetite, VVeakness of the Limbs, Nervous
a Court of Probate held at Limerick, Debility, Costiveness, Piles, and all Diseases Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, who is benefited is your Doctor.
Look at the and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss • inlii?
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
difference between the appearance of those two cal spring 1 russes, made in four different way, S"1'
within and for the County of York, on• caused by an unhealthy state of the Stomach
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A persons—one has been treated by your regular ses with ball and socket joints; Trusses for Prli?
the first Monday in October, in the year of I and Bowels.
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty-one,J They are the unrivalled and efficacious remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he sus Am, by wearing which persons troubled Z
Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of is, see how the shadow of death throws his a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback w
by the Hon. H'M. A. HA YES, Judge oj said compound of a
’
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a. solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster al°o
Court :
(IRREGULAR PHYSICIAN«^
long time with the consumption. His physician see how he trembles in every limb; kis eyes 1 russes for Prolapsus Uteri, which have ansSfi
ATIENCE MADDOX, administratrix and Graduate of the
had given him up. He was reduced so low as to sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspend
I russes knee caps and back-boards are a|I J
of the estate of William Maddox,
be unable to help himself, and was raising a perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and noi J
NEW-HAMPSHIRE MEDICAL COLLEGE,
late of Cornish in said county, deceased,
who has made the study of Medicine hvs pro large quantity of blood, when he commenced the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He speculation the undersigned will keep on hand the Lf
having presented her first account of admin fession.
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure says, ie most inveterate case of Liver com owing kinds from other manufactories, which thev i '
istration of the estate of said deceased for
Being composed entirely of vegetables, they and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. plaint”—“ nothing butthe most energetic reme have if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial '
allowance :
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e can exchange for any of them :-Dr. Hull’s• rZ?
are of such a nature that they may be taken
ORDERED—That the said administratrix for any length of time by invalids of any age, has promised me a more detailed account of his Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, spiral Truss ; Rundell’s do.; Salmon’s ball and"sofi
better say.—So to save life you must half poison Sherman’s patent ; French do.; Marsh’s impS
give notice to all persons interested, by caus without injuring the system or exposing it to case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
Truss ; Bateman’s do., double and sin«|P < ° ,
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
with that comforter of the teeth and gums_
ing a copy of this order to be published take cold.
Trusses ;-also, Trusses for children, of allsizes
MERCURY —and positively make a man mis
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Any kind of Trusses repaired at short notice and
BEWARE OF PEDLARS!!
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is made as good as when new.
Gazette, printed al Kennebunk, in said coun
The genuine article cannot be obtained of with a violent cough which continued two or called curing. Shocking folly !
EFLadies wishing for any of these instruments will
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court to them on any pretence whatever.
three months. My cough was so severe that 1
Let us now look at your “purged” man—the be waned upon by Mrs. Foster, at the abo “ £'
be held at Alfred, in said county, on the
e“e”gaS
“
abuv• b’si“t
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver “n'yfnrs3
1 NEVER EMPLOY THEM,
first Monday of November next, at ten of the
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
NOR
ALLOW
THEM
TO
SELL
MY
MEDI

clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Tbesubseriber makes and keeps on hand see«
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One 1conscious strength, his countenance is clear
CINES !
they have,why the same should not be allowed. And all Bitters, put up in phials or small of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable 'and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with shoes, fordelormed and crooked feel, and is doin<r tE
every
week for children and infants, in this city8 anJ
Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. (the feeling of new life and animation; he has
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
round bottles, purporting to be mine,
A true copy—Attest,
He however loaned it to me till I could procure Ibeen confined a few days to his bed, but he us from out of the city. Specimens of his workmans!) a
may be seen at the manufactory.
ARE RANK COUNTERFEITS.
him another. I experienced immediate relief 1ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
John Skeele, Reo-ister.
He likewise informs individuals he will not mata
As some are base enough to fill the empty from it. The first opportunity I had I procured ssoon rose without any injury being sustained their
Oct. 9.
3W
complaints known to any one, except when hew
bottles with their stuff, and thus deceive the more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres- by
! his constitution. Instead of being months in permitted to refer io them-it being a misfortune and
ervation
of
my
life.
JAMES
W.
LENOX.
«
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has young persons do not want their cases known '
Al a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, unwary, and some have attempted an imita
Dec. 17, 1838.
«entirely recovered the attack : because his
JAMES FREDERICK. .FOSTER
within and for the County of York, on the first tion of my Bitters in papers,
Boston, March, 1841.
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
Monday m September, in the year of our Lord BE CAREFUL OF WHOM YOU PUR
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
eighteen hundred and forty -‘one, by the Hon.
CHASE !
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
r. .
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835,
.
consequence of attempts at impo wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson down by useless particles, but has renewed his
Having
bad occasion to observe, that some persons
N the petition of WARWICK HOBBS, 1sition, I have been at great expense in having Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU life and body both.
afflicted with Hernia have suffered much from the
praying that administration of the estate new directions and wrappers, and in future INE.
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s want of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses
of JOB WHEELER, late of Wells, in said
the Bitters in papers will be done up in a
KTTha outside Yellow Label will have, on Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to
County, deceased, may be granted to said 'different style. See that the envelope has on and after December 1839, in addition to that of cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to
petitioner :
iit my name in full, “ entered according to the Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut corrupt humors of the blood; those humors supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr
which cause disease—they impede the func Beath, After some months of observation of his work
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no- act
1
of Congress, in the year 1840, by S. O. ler, one of his partners.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo tions of the liver when they settle upon that I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and Richardson, M. D., in the Clerk’s Office of
the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in
to all persons interested in said estate,by caus- 1the District Court of Massachusetts;” and on nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to organ, and which, when they settle upon the accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc
introduce spurious articles, which by partially muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
mg
published in
in me
the 1the other side, « Established in 1808, at South assuming tha name of the genuine, are calcula
cur. Ifeel myself called upon to recommend him to
iz® a copy
’ J of this order to be puuusnea
K^unebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk, Reading, County of Middlesex, Massachu ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among nerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs, pro my professional brethren, and to the public, as a perdace consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these
‘n sa’d c°nnty, three weeks successively, that setts. ’ The border around the inside direc these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
John C. Warren,
they may appear at a Probate Court to be hol tions, (which are printed on white tissue pa Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train important articles.
den at Alfred, in said county, ou the first per) is so curiously engraved that the words up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
1 hereby certify that 1 have, for several vears past
been in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her
Monday in November next, at ten of the clock “ Dr. S. O. Richardson’s Sherry Wine ' Bit pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur all who behold them.
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they ters” present themselves in a thousand differ chasers should enquire for the true article by its
Yes, purging these humors from the body is nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and
whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO the true cure for all these complaints, and eve consider it far preferable to any other which 1 have em
have, why the prayer of said petition should ent forms.
James Thatcher, M, D.
NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser ployednot be granted.
ALL INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE SEVERELY DEALT
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
and signatures of the genuine.
tion,
it
is
a
demonstrable
truth,
and
each
day
it
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
with according to law. The bottles are near
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
A true copy,—Attest,
T,
,
Boston, March 10,1840.
ly ready to be issued, in the same style.
Pulmonary Balsam.”
known, and more and more appreciated.
1 hereby certify, that I have known Mr. James F
„
John Skeele, Register.
All Bitters prepared by me have a fac-simThe cure by purging may more depend up Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em
Oct. 9.
x 3VV
KPO
ne more Counterfeit, besides the
ile of my signature on the outer envelope,
ployed him in the construction of 'Trusses and other
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Amid thjz silent flowers
’Tis sad, but sweet, to dwell,
Where falling leaves and drooping flowers
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Deceiving Children.
Dr. B. was
called to visit a sick boy, twelve years of
age. As he entered the house, the moth
er took him aside and told him she could
not ger her boy to take any medicine, ex
cept she deceived him.
i
h
>
• i ta T-*
,
Well, then, said Dr. B., ‘I shall not
give him any.
”r'T’
He is old enough to be
reasoned with.
lie went to the boy, and after an ex
amination, stud to him, ‘ my little man,
you aro very sick, and mud: take some
medicine. It will make you feel bad for
a little while, and then I expect it will
make you feel better.’
*1 he doctor prepared the medicine, and
the boy took it like a man, without any
‘ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
TO COUNTERFEIT WHICH IS FORGERY.
resistance, and he would take from his At a Court of Probate held at Alfred,
above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to than may be generally imagined. Whatever apparatus for my patients, and have always found him
ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion
mother anything that the physician had
within and for the County of York, on the first AS YOU VALUE HEALTH, BE CARE deceive the public by a spurious mixture called tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because for which I have employed him.
it
tends
to
putrefaction
;
therefore
the
necessity
Vegetable
Pulmonary
Balsam,
”
sometimes
FUL!
prescribed, but would take nothing else
Monday in September, in the year of our Lord
John Randall, M, D.
A liberal discount will be allowed on the signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson of constant exercise is seen.
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon.
from her. She had so often deceived him,
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
sale.
Individuals
can
have
the
Trusses sent to them by any
°°"
stant
exercise
cannot
be
used
and told him ‘ it was good,’ when she NWM.A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of of the packets or vessels by writing the substriber
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the
ATHAN1EL
BLABAN,
administrator
a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. (James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
gave him medicines, that he would not
DOCTOR’S OFFICE, 15 HANOVER STREET
of the estate of Aaron Littlefield,
a most foul attempt to deceive Fhe public and Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountajn
trust to anything she said. But he saw late of-Wells, in said County, deceased, hav
BOSTON,
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. of life, are kept free from those impurities
at once that Dr. B. was telling him the! ing presented his first account of administra and in most Towns throughout the NewFor sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, which would prevent its steady current minis
truth, and he trusted him.
He knew tion of the estate of said deceased, for allow England States.
(late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
THE good packet Schooner
Price,
75
cents
per
bottle
—
50
cents
ance
:
Medicines,
Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
when he took the bitter draught just
MARTHA, Israel Crediford,
per
paper.^
ham
Street,
Boston,
and
by
Druggists
and
coun

ture which is thus assisted through the means
ORDERED—That the said administrator
mJwAWs Master, having superior accomwhat to expect.
For sale by D. Remich, A. Warren, S. Jor try merchants generally in New England, and in and outlets which she has provided for herself.
mr^^^^modations
for Passengers, will
1 his simple incident contains instruc give notice to all persons interested, by caus dan—in Kennebunk-port, by Oliver Bourn the principal places throughout the United States
Brandreth’s Offices in New York sail from—
tion of deep and solemn importance, de ing a copy of this order to be published, three
and
British
Provinces.
Price
50
cents.
May 1, 184L
___________ eop6m.
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
For sale by
serving the careful consideration of every
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
— and fr om —
a
a
DANIEL REMICH.
patent. 1 Honesty’ with children as Well that they may appear at a Probate Court to be Jew HavicPs, or Hebrew
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
September 4, 1840.
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK
Plaster.
as with others, and in all circumstances held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
* is ihe best policy.’
Monday of April next,at ten of the clock rj^HE peculiarities of this Chemical Cotnevery week, wind and weather permitting.
pound are owing to its extraordinary
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
For Freight or Passage apply to the Master
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they JL
Pittsburg,
Pa.
154
Wood
street.
effects
upon
the
animal
fibre
or
nerves,
lig

on board.
Trombone vs. Bull. The Lafayette have, why the same should not be allowed.
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk-port, Oct. 1.
Cincinnati,
119
Main
street.
aments and muscles ; its virtues being car
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
(Louisiana) Chronicle, in enumerating the
. ff/^The Martha is furnished with extra
Louisville,
Ky.
99
Fourth
street.
A
D
G
H
I
K
ried by them to the immediate seat of dis
, A true copy,—Attest,
r,fig’ng, etc. with particular reference to run«
various definitions given to the word ‘ gen
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
HOMAS AVERELL,—Daniel Durrell,
ease, or of pain and weakness.
John Skeele, Register.
ning in the Winter months—which is worthy
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
tleman, relates the following anecdote :__
Nathaniel Day,—Benjamin Green, Mrs.
Oct. 9.
.
3W
However good any internal remedy may
the consideration of shippers and passenMary W. Goodwin,-Miss Esther Hutchins,Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
An intoxicated trombone player was
be this, as an external application, will prove
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
gers.
Gardner Ingalls,—Catherine Kimball.
returning from a country ball, and while
R. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Celebrat- a powerful auxiliary iu removing the dis
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.
ly
KT How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
M
P
R
S
W
ease
and
facilitating
the
cure
in
cases
of
Lo

crossing a field he was accosted by a bel
, ed Rheumatic and Strengthening Plas
Miss Susan Mitchell,—Mrs. Lorenzo Par purporting to be Brandreth’s Pills.
cal
Inflammation,
Scrofulous
Affections,
lowing bulk—What with the darkness in
ter.—’These plasters have been used through
Schooner Niile.
King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron sons,—John Richards, Francis Rhodes,—Ma ♦ 1 ie«uer Purc^ase without being positively sure
the eyes of a man who could not have out the greatest part of Europe and have been ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated ry N. Smith, Edward W. Stevens,—Johnston lifi. , e ?eASOn selling has ““ Exgkavbo cerTHE new packet schooner
tineate
of
Agency,
and
[EFobserve
it
has
been
found
to
be
far
more
efficacious
than
any
seen straight had it been broad daylight,
Webber, Lewis H. Witham.
16 Letters
NILE, Daniel Ward, Master,
pain or weakness exists.
renewed
;
no
Certificate
being
any
guarantee
//A)
living superior accommodations
the trombone player mistook the bull fora other plaster ever offered to the public for the
SILAS MOODY, P. M.
A gentleman travelling in the South of
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
following complaints, viz : Pain in the side,
October 9.
brother musician, and the bellow for a de lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu Euiope and Palestine, in 1830, heard so
passengers, will sail from
holder are genuine.
k Sab*^ents in York County will be supplied
KENNEBUN'K for BOSTON,
fiance to a trial of skill. Possessed with matism, &c. &c.
much said in. the latter place in praise of
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
— AND FROM —
Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
this idea, he gave a blast on his instru
Price 25 cents each.
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from
my
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
N. B. These plasters come to hand neatly sidered) miraculous cures it had performed, rjlHE subscriber would give notice, that he Principal New England Office,
ment that made the ‘ welkin ring.’ The
every week, during the present season, wind
intends keeping on hand a good assort
bull taking this as a challenge from spread and need only be applied to the part that he was induced to try it on his own -fi19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the ment of Custom made
affected.
some other bull, advanced towards the
sage, apply to
D. & S, WARD.
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
removal of which had been the chief object of
BOOTS AND SHOES,
trombone player, and bellowed with
Acton, Evans
Hemmingway.
Kennebunk-port,
May
21,
1841.
his
journey,
but
which
had
resisted
the
genial
such as men’s and boy’s, ladies, misses, and
Dr. SEARS’ Pulmonary Cough Drops, or
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chad bourne.
greater energy. ‘ You’ll have to blow— Grand Health Restorative, is unquestionably influence of that balmy and delicious climate. children’s shoes, of all kinds.
Berwick,
N.
Sheldon
Hobbs.
Eastern Stage House,
hie—blow louder than that, my—hie—my the best medicine ever offered to the public
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
Also—repairing done at the shortest notice.
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
fine fellow,’ said the musician ; whereup for the cure of the following complaints, (as right side of the chest, where the pain was
No. 84 Ann Street, Boston, Mass.
Also—Leather, Kid and Morocco, pe«s,
Berivick, S. J. S. T. Cushin<*.
HE subscriber, having taken the above
on he propped himself against a stone it seldom fails if seasonably administered,) seated, another between the shoulders, and shoe thread, etc. all of which he will sell
Buxton, H. McKenney.
°
house, is now prepared to accommodate
R. C. RAYNES.
wall and gave another blast. The enra viz : Consumption, Coughs, ‘Colds, Asthma, one over the region of the liver. In the cheap for cash.
“
J. C. Lewis.
such as may favor him with a call; Joseph
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
Kennebunk, Oct. 9.
3W
ged bull, without more ado, interrupted Influenza, Whooping Cough, spitting of mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
of laxative qualities. He soon found his
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
E. Robinson, former keeper of the Mansion
the strain by attacking the trombone play Blood, Croup, Hives, Palpitation of the Heart, health improving : and in a few weeks his
Kennebunk-port, S. H. Gould.
House, Portsmouth, being in attendance as
and all other affections of the Lungs arising
er in the rear, and throwing him over the from
Lebanon, James Brackett.
colds.
® cough left him, the sallowness of hisskin dis
superintendent of the establishment.
wall. ‘ There,’ he ejaculated, as he slow
“
Frederic A. Wood & Co.
—
FOR sale, by the subscriber,
The stables and yard are as convenient as
N. B. Suitable directions accompany each appeared, his pain was removed, and his
Limerick, John Sanborn.
ly iegained his legs, ! you—hie—may be a Bottle, signed by the proprietor, together health became perfectly reinstated.
good Family Horse.
can be found in the city.
Limington, Winburn Adams.
Since
that
time
he
has
been
recommend

musician, blit by gosh you’re no gentle with Certificates of cures, &c.
JOHN S. ROBINSON.
WILLIAM LORD.
Limington, E. Henry Small.
ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for
man!^
Boston, Aug. 14.
tf
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
Kennebunk, Oct. 9.
3VV
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
Jtewfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
Dialogue.
“What’s that horse out & Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache
»rugs, medicines, &c.
“
S. C. Adams.
Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
Parsonsfield, F- & E. H. Newbegin.
Rare Work.
of ?” said a fellow, with a view to quiz a orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at
DR. E. C. DREW
ry
case
of
which
it
has
proved
an
effectual
“
William Stackpole.
THE TEACHER’S AND ADVANCED SCHOLAR’S
farmer’s boy, who was riding an old horse tended to. For sale, also, by the following
AS just received, and offers for sale, a
cure.
He
has
likewise
witnessed
the
haonv
K
John
Morrill.
Agents
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex
good assortment of
which showed more bone than blood.
arithmetic.
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
ander Warren, Samuel Jordan and Samuel effects of its softening and healing qualities /^iONSISTING of the intricate questions,
“ Out of ?”
“
Howard
&
Kendall.
ttrugs, •Jfledicines,
L. Osborn ; Wells, Barak Maxwell, Erastus in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors
and the rare and useful items from
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
il Yes, what’s he out of—do you know ?” Littlefield and Geo. E. Baker ; York J. Knots, Wens, White Swelling, Hard Tu—AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT IN—
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
mouis, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the twenty different works on Arithmetic, well
“ Yes, I do.”
Brooks and George M. Freeman.
APOTHECARIES’ SHOPS.
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction explained, and systematically arranged.
“ Well, what ?”
August 21,1840.
g
—ALSO, A SUPPLY OF—
Preceptors
of
Academies
and
the
Press
“
George
Littlefield.
of himself and others.
PAINTS AND OIL.
“ Out of oats.”
“
Joseph
Wilson.
pronounce
it
as
being
a
work
peculiarly
aN. B. We would advise all those afflicted with
(Yr31 A share of public patronage is respect
Waterbarough, James Leavitt.
dapted to the wants of Teachers and advanc
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
fully solicited.
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
A fellow coming out of a tavern one
ed Scholars. It is the production of Mr. C
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
Kennebunk-port, July 5.
tf
York, Edward Chase.
ISAAC FURBISH
Waterhouse, and entitled
icy morning rather fuddled, fell upon the
ii
- *
. r -rr
Rochester, N. Y.
Alexander Dennett.
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
doorstep. Trying to regain his footing |nrAS just received a large assortment of
«
“TYRO’S SPY-GLASS.
G. M. Freeman.
Silver Pencil Cases.
he remarked, “ If as the Bible says, the ^rLOREIGN & DOMESTIC PIECE For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents : arithmetical lexicon,
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
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